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S:PAM
S:PAM (Studies in Performing Arts & Media) is an
interdisciplinary research centre at Ghent University, led by
professors Christel Stalpaert and Bram Van Oostveldt. It
gathers researchers from various fields of study dealing with
the topic of theatre, performance, dance and media art.
S:PAM conducts and stimulates state of the art research
from a historical, intermedial and crosscultural perspective.
It seeks to explore new methodologies and research
interests in the study of historical and contemporary
Performing Arts & Media, questioning their societal, cultural
and artistic impact. S:PAM includes and combines theoretical
and practice-based research. It is firmly embedded in the
lively performing arts scene in Flanders and beyond.
Research at S:PAM is clustered around four main focuses:
Technologies, Ecologies, Histories, and Practices.
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IPEM - ASIL
The Institute for Psychoacoustics and Electronic Music
(founded in 1963) is today focused on embodied music
cognition
and
expressive
interaction
with
music.
Interdisciplinary methods are developed based on music
theory, performer-inspired analysis, advanced behavioural
and neuroscience empirical experimentation, statistics, and
computer modeling.
At IPEM, music-based feedback systems are created, for
applications in domains such as music education,
rehabilitation, sports activities, and arts.
In 2017 IPEM opened its ArtScienceInteractionLab (ASIL)
where high-tech experiments with new digital technology
for augmented reality are conducted. The lab is operating
with a joint team of professional researchers and artists and
works on artistic forms of expression for tomorrow.

SCHEDULE

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 24th
09:30-10:00: Welcoming words by Prof.
Christel Stalpaert - S:PAM & Prof. PieterJan Maes – IPEM.
10:00-10:30: Introduction by Jorge P.
Yánez - S:PAM & IPEM.
10:30-12:00: “Blockchain for the arts,
music and artistic research” with Adam
Łukawski - Orpheus Institute.
12:00-14:00: Lunch Break

THURSDAY, AUGUST 25th
10:00-12:00: Theoretical/Practical
Workshop with Patrick Tresset –
Independent Artist.
12:00-14:00: Lunch Break
14:00-16:00: “Copyright, Choreography
& the Blockchain” with Simon Geiregat –
Department of Interdisciplinary Study of
Law, Private Law and Business Law at
Ghent University.

14:00-16:00: “Embodiment +
Computational Creativity + Blockchain”
with Marlon Barrios Solano and Lenara
Verle - MotionDAO.
COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITY*
16:30-17:30: Practical session at IPEM – ASIL.
Demonstration of VR settings for engaging with
revived cultural heritage objects in electronic
music in the context of the IPEM XRhive Project.
Guided by Pieter Jan-Maes, Professor at the
Department of Art, Music and Theatre Sciences –
IPEM (Institute for Psychoacoustics and
Electronic Music).

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITY*
16:30 – 17:30. Practical session at IPEM-ASIL.
Demonstration of computerised immersive
environments for embodied creativity in the
context of the project ‘Practicing Odin Teatret’s
archive: training, transmission, interaction and
creativity’. Guided by Adriana Parente La Selva
and Ioulia Marouda, researchers at IPEM
(Institute for Psychoacoustics and Electronic
Music).

FRIDAY, AUGUST 26th
10:00-10:30: "Redefining ownership in
the digital realm with Lenara Verle" –
MotionDAO.
10:30-11:30: “Innovation in safeguarding
Intangible Cultural Heritage through
NFTs and the metaverse” with Gustavo
Caicedo – Global Creativity.
11:30-12:30: “Expressing ourselves on
the battlefield and stepping into
machines” by Nina Davies – Goldsmiths
University.
12:30-14:00: Lunch Break
14:00-15:00: Panel moderated by Jorge
P. Yánez – Ghent University
15:00-16:30: Collaborative artistic
exhibition moderated by Nina Davies
COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITY*:
16:30 – 17:00. Ludic and participative
demonstration of new digital environments for
embodied creativity by Marlon Barrios and
Lenara Verle – MotionDAO

During this course, participants will learn about the
current state-of-the-art of blockchain technologies for
the arts, including topics such as NFTs, Decentralised
Autonomous Organisations, and examples of creative
uses of this technology in the artistic world.
Additionally, new horizons of thought for the
development of blockchain technologies will be
presented in the context of artistic research on the
novel concepts of hypermusic and geomusic as well
as on algorithmic composition conducted by the
research cluster MetamusicX at Orpheus Institute,
Ghent.

ADAM

BLOCKCHAIN
FOR THE ARTS,
MUSIC AND
ARTISTIC
RESEARCH

ŁUKAWSKI

Adam Łukawski is a music composer, currently a
Ph.D. candidate at Leiden University in the docARTES
program, where his research encompasses the use
of the newly introduced taxonomy of music
compositions to train machine learning models for
music composition. Adam also works in a new
research cluster MetamusicX of Dr. Paulo de Assis at
Orpheus Institute in Ghent, where his research
relates to the use of the same music taxonomy for
algorithmic music composition based on blockchain
technology.

LENARA
VERLE

Lenara is a researcher working on the intersection
of technology and art. She has been involved in
blockchain-related art projects since 2018 and is
an advisor for DADA.art where she is co-creating
the Invisible Economy. She is the founder of
Coinspiration.org,
an
online
platform
that
promotes new forms of currencies and value
exchange in order to contribute to a better world.
Lenara wants to bring crypto art to a wider
audience by teaching workshops, onboarding new
users, writing articles, and launching projects
(PaperMint, Blockchain Arts Academy). She also
creates NFT conceptual art experiments (Priceless
Pixels, Mutatis Mutandis as part of her research,
and gives art tours in the Metaverse.
http://www.lenara.com
http://www.coinspiration.org

Interdisciplinary artist, software engineer, creative technologist
and educator. Marlon has been fascinated by computational
and networked systems, the web and its socio-cultural
implications. For more than 30 years, as a dancer, digital artist
and educator, he's been interested in generative practices and
building rule-based systems with software, as compositional
scores and collaborative platforms. Among the many of his
international projects intersecting software, culture and
interdisciplinary
artists
there
are
dance-tech.net;
movimiento.org; dance-techTV interviews. and others. Marlon is
fascinated by generative design and the potential of the
blockchain for financial inclusion and innovation. Besides
holding an MFA in Dance and Technology from The Ohio State
University, he is a Kernel Fellow and Guide. Marlong loves
expressive coding, generative design and teaching vipassana
meditation and yoga to artists and technologists.
https://marlonbarrios.github.io/
https://www.dance-tech.net/profile/network_producer?
xg_source=profiles_memberList

MARLON
BARRIOS

EMBODIMENT +
COMPUTATIONAL CREATIVITY +
BLOCKCHAIN
This workshop introduces the MotionDAO vision, mission
and Web3 onboarding strategies as a way to map the
complex and fast-paced blockchain ecosystem in order to
inquire about its affordances as an art medium, as a
financial
innovation
framework
and
as
a
sociotechnical/organizational redesign.
Participants will have the opportunity to explore the
embodied ‘tech stack’ of MotionDAO, the importance of
generativity, complexity and choreographic thinking. They
will be offered the opportunity to create a crypto wallet
that will allow them to mint NFTs, interact with a DAO
(Decentralized Autonomous Organization) and speculate
about possible futures.
Topic
presentations,
discussions,
movement
and
collaborative creative activities are facilitated.
(!) Participants will need to bring their own laptops and/or
mobile devices.

MARLON
BARRIOS AND
LENARA VERLE
(MOTIONDAO)

PATRICK

THEORETICAL/PRACTICAL
WORKSHOP
In this session, Patrick Tresset will
give an overview of minted (NFT)
performative experiments such as
Marina Abramovic's web3
performance based on The Hero
(2001) on the environmentally
friendly Tezos blockchain.
In the second part of the
workshop, the participants will
experiment with simple coding
using templates to visualise
Mocap data and then be
introduced to the process from
opening an account to minting
their first interactive NFT.
(!) A laptop and Twitter account
are required for this session.

TRESSET

Patrick is best known for his
performative installations
using robotic agents as
stylised actors and his
exploration of the drawing
practice using computational
systems. His works have been
exhibited in association with
major institutions such as The
Pompidou Center (Paris),
Prada Foundation (Milan),
Tate Modern (London), V&A,
MMCA (Seoul), The Grand
Palais (Paris), BOZAR
(Brussels), TAM (Beijing),
Mcam (Shanghai), Mori
Museum (Tokyo).

SIMON
GEIREGAT
Who "owns" choreographic and other artworks, and what
does Blockchain have to do with it? Following an introduction
to some general copyright concepts, this lecture focuses on
the facts and fibs surrounding today's digital and artistic
ownership debates. Particular attention is spent to the
emerging phenomenon of art NFTs, pleading for extra
caution.

Simon Geiregat holds a PhD in copyright law (Ghent 2019)
and an LLM in intellectual property and IT law (Leuven 2017).
His research focuses on the verge of IT technology and
private law. He is a postdoc scholar at FWO Research
Foundation Flanders, a visiting professor at Ghent University
and a part-time assistant professor at Universiteit Leiden.

COPYRIGHT,
CHOREOGRAPHY &
THE BLOCKCHAIN

In this talk, Lenara expands on the question of "why
buying art?" A new form of ownership powered by
the blockchain reaffirms many good reasons for
doing it, plus one more: enriching the cultural
commons. Rare Digital Art is a relatively new
phenomenon and one of the new applications of
blockchain technology. It allows the creation of a
market for digital art, something that was not really
possible until now.

LENARA
REDEFINING OWNERSHIP IN THE
DIGITAL REALM - BEYOND
COPYRIGHT AND ACCESS
RESTRICTIONS, TOWARDS
SUPPORTING CREATORS AND
THE CULTURAL COMMONS

VERLE

A very important new phenomenon emerges:
ownership and possession are decoupled. What is
owned is the blockchain is a token, which is like a
“certificate of authenticity” attached to the digital
artwork. In this sense, a new type of ownership is
invented, slightly different but not at all less valuable
than the type of ownership we are used to with
physical artworks.

INNOVATION IN SAFEGUARDING INTANGIBLE CULTURAL
HERITAGE THROUGH NFTS AND THE METAVERSE
Gustavo presents the case of Axolotl NFT's as a mechanism to increase public
attention to an issue and as a strategy to raise funds for an environmentally
responsible cause. From that experience, an NFT is a block in the blockchain,
it can be an image, but also a moving image and/or a sound, that opens the
possibility of registering movements and sounds linked to elements and
expressions of Cultural Heritage. It is immaterial, allowing the bearers of these
elements to register the intellectual property of an image, a movement and/or
a sound in a digital format that will have a high value in the metaverse.

GUSTAVO

CAICEDO

Gustavo has been, for the last 29 years, advancing the research, promotion and dissemination of Mexican art and
culture. He is a Nahuatl speaker, specialized in traditional sports and games (TSG) from Mexico; Xanari for 12 years and
player of the fireball game. Gustavo successfully advocated for the inclusion of women in traditional sports and games
of Mexico. He developed a teaching methodology, and taught traditional games to 20,000 children and over 2,000
adults. 11 children books to learn indigenous language and the official rules of 30 traditional sports and games have
been the result of this writing practice. By including the TSG in the official curriculum for elementary public schools of
the country, Gustavo reaches over 25 million kids each year. As an artist, he is a writer, director and producer of live
shows. In 2001 he wrote and directed a historical adaptation of the Mayan Ball Game at the Xcaret theme park, this is
the most successful live show in Mexico with over 20 million spectators to this day. In 2006 was a founding member of
the Intangible Cultural Heritage Encyclopedia, which was in 2010 accredited to the 2003 Convention on ICH.

NINA DAVIES
EXPRESSING OURSELVES ON THE
BATTLEFIELD AND STEPPING INTO
MACHINES
As a part of "Dance and the Blockchain",
Nina will be acting as resident artist. Since
co-writing "Dancing Someone else's
movements using someone else's body",
with Jorge Poveda Yánez, Nina has been
developing a fictional traditional dance to
use as a tool to help think through the
ethics of putting dance onto the
blockchain. Through-out the three days,
she will engage with the emerging
discourses as if she were a traditional
"Bionic Step" dancer and will produce a
fictional report about the course as an
artwork at the end. Nina will introduce
participants to her work "Express Yourself
on the Battlefield" - a video essay which
lays out some of the key concerns with
digitzing the dancing body.

Coming from an extensive dance and performance
background, Nina Davies now situates her work within the
Fine Arts; questioning choreography beyond its performative
state. Using moving image, sound, performance and fiction
her practice aims to further critical discussion around dance
by observing how it intersects with language and where it
begins to take on commodified or material forms. Her work
has been exhibited and shown at Overmorrow House, Battle;
Alchemy Film and Moving Image Festival, Hawick; SEAGER
Gallery, London; Robota - Center for Advanced Studies,
Bratislava; and Museum Tijdschrift Cultuurcentrum, Brugge.
Nina co-hosts 'Future Artefacts FM’ with artist Niamh
Schmidtke which is a radio programme focusing on fictional
works intended for broadcast, such as radio plays,
soundscapes and fictional interviews to carve out a better
understanding of the now by exploring various interpretations
of the future.

*COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 24th

THURSDAY, AUGUST 25th

Demonstration of VR
settings for engaging with
revived cultural heritage
objects in electronic music
in the context of the IPEM
XRhive Project. Guided by
Pieter Jan-Maes, Professor
at the Department of Art,
Music and Theatre
Sciences – IPEM (Institute
for Psychoacoustics and
Electronic Music).

Immersive demonstration of
computerised environments
for embodied creativity in
the context of the project
‘Practicing Odin Teatret’s
archive: training,
transmission, interaction
and creativity’. Guided by
Adriana Parente La Selva
and Ioulia Marouda,
researchers at IPEM
(Institute for
Psychoacoustics and
Electronic Music).

FRIDAY, AUGUST 26th

Ludic and participative
demonstration of new
digital environments for
embodied creativity by
Marlon Barrios and Lenara
Verle, members of the
organization MotionDAO

COORDINATION
JORGE P. YÁNEZ
S:PAM- IPEM
GHENT UNIVERSITY
jorge.povedayanez@ugent.be
jorgepoveday@hotmail.com
+32493032152

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Dr. Bart Moens
Institute for Psychoacoustics
and Electronic Music

SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE
Prof. Dr. Christel Stalpaert [Studies in
Performing Arts and Media]
Prof. Dr. Pieter-Jan Maes [Institute for
Psychoacoustics and Electronic Music]
Dr. Annelies Van Assche [Studies in
Performing Arts and Media]

Doctoral School of Arts, Humanities & Law
2022
Ghent - Belgium
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